Why saying Jesus's name repels dark energy.
The secret of energy, frequency & vibration.
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Back in my twenties I was being trained by a medium on how to astrally project and
communicate with other energy forces.
The very first thing I learnt was how to protect myself. I would meditate until I was close
to opening up and then I would picture a spec of super bright, white energy below my
feet that was filled with love and warmth. I would picture this slowly rising up around
me. As it reached each limb I could feel the love and warmth fill my body. It would rise
up until it joined above my head and it looked like a bubble of super white energy...

I saw my fair share of dark beings but I simply expanded this bubble out so far that they
were unable to get near me so then left me alone.
Using this bubble never, ever failed but back them I didn't know why it worked... now I
do!

Nicola Tesla, possibly the most gifted man to ever live.

Nicola Tesla is one of the most brilliant men to ever live. Chances are you've never
heard of him and that isn't surprising. I don't believe his genius has ever been beaten.
One of his many famous quotes is “If you want to find the secrets of the universe think
in terms of energy, frequency and vibration”.
Science shows that we all radiate an energy field around us. Recently it has been
discovered that this energy we radiate is torus in shape...

Now the fun part...
Our DNA reacts to our emotions. When we are angry or sad the DNA scrunches up
tight. When we feel happy or loving the DNA stretches out into it's natural state. Our
emotions directly affect the DNA within us.
By creating my own energy field I was changing the frequency and vibration of my body

and raising it higher than normal because every cell was filled with warmth and love.

Love has the most positive affect on our bodies

Dark energy feeds on dark emotions (hate, fear, self-loathing, anger) and if your body is
vibrating at the same level it is easy for the dark energy to get near you.

“In the name of Jesus...”
If you research enough you'll come across numerous accounts of people using the
name Jesus to repel dark energy. Many Christians believe that, as in Acts 16:18, the
invocation of the name of Jesus provides protection by repelling evil.
"If you think on the name Jesus continually and hold it stably, it purges your sin and
kindles your heart" - Richard Rolle, 14th century.
The principle is the same; it is the feeling of love and protection from using the name
"Jesus" that raises the vibrational level of the person.
I used a bubble of love and warmth to protect me just as Religious people use the
name of Jesus to fill them with warmth and love to protect them. Both achieve the same
results because both ways raise the energy and vibration of the person.

